
 

 

What are fine motor skills? 

Fine motor skills are what we describe as the small muscles inside the hands 
that control the fingers, thumbs and hands themselves. Children will learn to 
grab toys, write, draw and button their own clothes with these skills. Spending 
time daily practising these skills will greatly benefit your child’s development.  

Why are fine motor skills important? 

Without developing their fine motor skills, children will be unable to do the 
things that they enjoy, such as colouring, grabbing and holding their toys, these 
fine motor skills can even improve their hand-eye coordination. By assisting 
them in fun ways to improve their fine motor skills, they will gain confidence 
when it comes to new tasks. 

Funky Fingers ideas to try at home 

 Craft activities – cutting, scrunching, gluing and ripping paper and 
bending pipe cleaners 

  Games involving flicking small objects e.g. flicking balls of paper of a 
table into a ‘goal’ 

  Place a firm elastic band around tips of fingers and thumb. Open and 
close it 10 times with each hand  

 Dough gym – pinching, pressing, rolling, squeezing 

 Pop bubble wrap  

 Turn keys in padlocks  

  Tying knots into string and linking paper clips 

 Picking up sequins off a table or stickers off a sticker sheet 

 Picking up items with pegs, tongs, tweezers  
 Swimming 

 

 

 



Early writing activities to try at home 

 Tracing and stencil activities  
 Drawing letters in sand or shaving foam spread thinly on a table 
 Copying over letter shapes  
 Write letters in the air with eyes shut 
 Colouring in activities, staying inside the lines 
  Dot to dots  
  Drawing letter shapes in the air to music  
 Copying over letter shapes  
 Write with chalk, crayons, finger paints, pencils, pens etc 

 


